
BEE2002 Microeconomics
Examination Paper May/June 2002: Answer guide.

Main goal is to judge understanding. Extra points were deducted if one added
something that showed lack of understanding.

Section One

1.1 Budget

There are two goods: x1 and x2. Income triples and the price of good x1 doubles.
What is the maximum increase of price of good x2 such that no one is worse off?
Triple the price. We need to ensure that the person that only likes

good x2 is not made worse off.
This was a close to all or nothing question. Very easy, but surprisingly many

got this wrong. For full marks must mention that they are looking at someone who
consumes only x2 and solve this for general prices. No diagram is necessary for
full marks. Low marks should be given for someone who just wrote the answer.

1.2 Returns to Scale

A firm is facing the total cost structure as in the diagram. Assume that the
production technology involves one input. Describe where its technology is in-
creasing, decreasing and constant returns to scale.

0
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6
total costs

•X
•
Y

Up to point Y it is increasing returns, after it is decreasing.
This was also an all or nothing question. Just the correct answer will receive

1 point. Good definitions could earn as much some points (increasing returns,
average costs, etc). Full marks require correct definitions and mentioning the
slope is the average cost.

1.3 Cost Functions

A company has production technology y = 2 ·x1+3 ·x2. What is its cost function
c(y) as a function of y and prices w1, w2?
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c(y) = min{w1/2, w2/3} · y.
Must mention how this was derived in particular that the firm must choose

the cost effective input since production function is perfect substitutes. Helpful
if they explain why it is min such as draw indifference curves. Half marks were
given for someone who loosely described how they got the min function and there
answer was wrong but would be correct if multiplied by a constant such as c(y) =
min{w1, 2w2/3} · y. Higher marks would be given if explanation was correct, but
answer was slightly off.

1.4 Choice

Ann has utility function u(x1, x2) = x
1
4
1 x

1
3
2 . Prices are p1 = 3 and p2 = 2. Barbara

has utility function u(x1, x2) = x1x
a
2. If they both have income of 10, for which

value(s) a are their choices of goods the same.
a = 4/3. The preferences over allocations are the same since Bar-

bara’s utility equals Ann’s utility to the fourth power.
Easy question. There are many ways of doing this and most did it correctly.

Easiest is monotonic transformation. Also one can set the MRSs equal to each
other. A good attempt, but algebraic mistake would only cost a little. A good start
can earn some points, but one must make it clear what they intend to do though.

1.5 Demand

Shirley has utility function u(x1, x2) = min{√x1,√x2}. What are the demands
of x1 and x2 as functions of p1, p2 and m? Plot the income offer curve of Shirley
when p1 = 1 and p2 = 2.
x1(p1, p2,m) = x2(p1, p2,m) = (

m
p1+p2

). Income offer curve is a 45 degree
line from the origin.
Should not only mention it is perfect complements, but demonstrate that x1 =

x2 since
√
x1 =

√
x2 by the kink in the indifference curves. They should use this

and the budget constraint to solve for choice.

1.6 Homothetic

Shirley has utility function u(x1, x2) = min{√x1,√x2}. Show that u(k · x1, k ·
x2) =

√
k · u(x1, x2). Does this imply that Shirley has homothetic preferences?

Easy to show that u(k·x1, k·x2) = min{
√
kx1,
√
kx2} = min{

√
k
√
x1,
√
k
√
x2} =√

ku(·x1, ·x2). Therefore, preferences are homothetic in that if u(x) >
u(y) then

√
ku(x) >

√
ku(y).

Should have definition of homotheticity.
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1.7 Diminishing or not

Can a production function display increasing returns to scale yet have diminishing
marginal product? Explain.

Production function y = x
2
3
1 x

2
3
2 satisfies both these properties.

An example is good enough. This is not the unique one. I think single input
production function with a fixed cost also may work in certain regions. Can earn
points for good definitions and some idea.

1.8 Competition

Company A has access to a patented decreasing-returns-to-scale technology with
cost c(y) = (1/2)y2. Companies B and C have access to the nonpatented con-
stant returns-to-scale technology c(y) = 3y. CompanyD has access to another
technology c(y) = 4y. For which competitive equilibrium price is it possible that
companies B and C are still manufacturing and not out of business? How much
will company A be producing in this equilibrium? Is it possible that Company
D will be producing in a competitive equilibrium?
In equilibrium, a company with constant-returns-to-scale technol-

ogy must earn zero profits. For this to happen and them to still be in
business p = 3. Company A will produce y = 3. Company D will never
produce.
Students did surpisingly well on this one. For full marks one should say

something why the competitive equilibrium would have price equal to 3. A diagram
is helpful for partial credit. With proper exposition, it is not necessary.

1.9 Compensation

Ari lives in London and has utility min{x1, x2}. Each good costs 1 pound and
Ari has an income of 12 pounds. Suddenly, the price of good x1 doubles. The
government wants to return Ari to his old utility by giving him free x2 goods.
How many should they give to him? The government decides that this is too
expensive and instead decides to tax Todd who lives in Exeter who has the same
utility as Ari but didn’t have a price increase. How much do they need to tax
Todd so that he has the same utility as Ari without any government help?
Ari would need compensation of 6 units of x2 to get back to his old

level of utility. Todd would need to lose 4 pounds to get to Ari’s new
utility level.
Students also did surprisingly well on this question.
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1.10 Price Discrimination

The Odeon Theater in Exeter has student discounts. They also have group
discounts and charge higher prices for better seats. They sometimes have lower-
priced matinee showings. Explain these pricing strategies. Are there any alter-
nate explanations for these price differences other than price discrimination?
Student discounts is 3rd degree as with matinee and better seats.

Group discounts can be thought of as 2nd degree. Some can be ex-
plained by congestion pricing (higher prices for peak hours). Higher
prices for better seats could still happen with homogeneous movie-
goers.
I expect one to at least categorize the kinds of price discrimination.

Section Two

2.1 Video Phone

Orange decides to introduce a video-phone. Exeter students are all friends and
would like to stay in touch over the summer so the Guild Hall decides to sell them.
A student’s desire to buy a phone depends upon how many other students buy
a video phone. Video phones cost $160 a piece (ignore usage costs). There are
1000 students indexed by i from 1 to 1000. Student i has value vi = i. Student i
has utility (in pounds) for buying a video phone of vi · n

1000
, where n is the total

number of students buying a video phone.
(i) If everyone believes n = 500, which students will be willing to buy the phone?
(ii) What is the threshold number of phones sold above which it will be a success
and below which it will be a failure among students?
(iii) What is the equilibrium of phones sold if the video phone is a success among
students?
(iv) What is the equilibrium of phones sold if the video phone is a failure among
students?
If n = 500 then utility is vi/2 and all the students with vi above 320

will buy. There will be a cutoff v, where everyone above this will buy.
Let us call this v̂. Since n = 1000− v̂, we have v̂ = 1000−n. We then have
the equation 160 = v̂(n/1000) = (1000−n)n/1000. Solving yields n is either
200 or 800. The lower number is the threshold. The high number is
the high equilibrium and zero is the low (failure) equilibrium.
Easy question. First part should say that students with vi ≥ 320 and not just

equal. To be derived properly one needs to mention how the quadratic is formed.
A diagram is nice, but not necessary for full marks.
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2.2 Chicken

Lee and Spike want to see who is the bravest. To do so, they play a game called
chicken. (Readers, don’t try this at home!) They take their cars and drive as fast
as they can towards each other. If they both swerve, they both get utility 1. If
one swerves and the other doesn’t, the one that swerves is the chicken and gets 0
and the brave one gets 2. If neither swerves, they crash and both get utility −3.
(i) Model this as a game by writing its normal form.
(ii) Are there any pure-strategy equilibria of the game? Please explain why or
why not for each possibility.
(iii) Are there any mixed-strategy equilibria of the game? If yes, give the equi-
librium. If no, please explain.
There are two pure-strategy Nash equilibria, each with one swerving

and the other not swerving. There is also a mixed-strategy N.E. with
each swerving with probability 3/4.
Should mention the definition of N.E. for full marks. Points were deducted if

mixed strategy was derived for the wrong player’s indifference.

2.3 Oligopoly

There are three firms: A, B, and C with output levels qa, qb, and qc, respectively.
All three firms have zero marginal cost. The inverse demand is P = 10 − Q
where Q = qA + qB + qC . What is firm B’s choice of qB as a function of qA and
qC (given that qA and qC are already chosen)? What is firm C’s choice of qC as
a function of qA and qB (given that qA and qB are already chosen)? If firm A
moves first and chooses qA = 2, what is the choice of firms B and C if they then
move simultaneously (hint: it is the solution of the previous two equations with
qA set to 2)? What is the equilibrium if firm A moves first and then firm B and
C move simultaneously? (Hint: Firm A should take into account that BOTH B
and C would react to his choice.)
qb = 5 − (qa + qc)/2 and qc = 5 − (qa + qb)/2. When qa = 2, we have

qb = qc = 8/3. When firm A moves first, qb + qc = (20− 2qa)/3. Thus, we
have firm A0s profits as (10− qa)qa/3. This is maximized at qa = 5.
Tough question, but most did okay.

2.4 Auction

You want to sell your TV. A shop offers you x pounds for it. There are also 3
bidders: Al values it at $300, Bob values it at $250, and Chris values it at $200.
Assume they do not collude. If you run an English auction (just among Al, Bob,
and Chris) who will win and what will be your revenue? When does selling it by
auction give higher revenue than directly to the shop? Now say that you know x
but don’t know the values of the bidders. Explain why it would be profitable to
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have an English auction with an opening bid of x rather than one with a lower
opening bid.
In an English auction, Al win it at $250. One should only auction

it off if x < 250. If one makes x the opening bid, he guarantees himself
of getting at least x. With a lower opening bid, he may lose. (Note it
may make sense for a higher opening bid. But this is not a necessary
part of the answer.)
Unless the answer gave a little extra it was a 7 or 8. For instance that the x

would need to be higher than the second highest value to sell it to the store.
Points are lost if they mention the winner’s curse or common value auctions

since I defined it not to be this case.
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